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ABOUT OT MAGAZINE
STOCK IMAGE

CONSIDER THIS:
• Recent studies show that custom publishing surpasses
print, television and radio advertising, as well as
dominating Internet marketing and telemarketing, in
building long-term relationships, promoting loyalty, and
retaining existing members.
• Magazines engage viewers in a manner that is strategically
unlike any other form of advertising media. On average, a
reader will revisit a magazine at least three times and will
likely put it on display, allowing the marketing message to
grab – and hold – the reader’s attention.
• In our fast-paced, media-saturated world, magazine
advertising is a reliable way to provide consumers with a
satisfactory, leisurely, and intimate experience. With 73%
of magazine readers saving ads for future reference, it is
clear that we provide an active, tactile medium, where the
reader is receptive and in full control.

INTERESTING FACT:
Readers have a positive attitude toward advertising
in magazines and believe the ads provide useful
information. This holds true among digital readers.
Source: 2012-2013 Magazine Media Factbook

The Ontario Traffic Council (OTC) was formed in
1950 by a small group of municipal officials, who
saw the need for a co-ordinated effort to improve
traffic management in Ontario, by drawing together
the knowledge and expertise of those in the field of
Enforcement, Engineering and Education.
This unique organization draws its members
from municipal planners, traffic/ transportation
engineers, police enforcement, parking, Ministry
of Transportation staff, elected representatives,
industry and individuals in related fields. This
allows the OTC to promote a better understanding
among those persons, who have a sincere interest
in the safe and efficient movement of traffic,
pedestrians and cyclists.
The OTC aims to provide members with ongoing
intelligence about the environment in which they
do business, and develop strategies to assist
them in successfully managing relevant traffic
issues, while also aiming to maximize member
access to information on technical and operational
matters and work to create new sources when
a need is identified. They also aim to assist
members to improve the effectiveness and overall
competitiveness of their services and products,
while raising public understanding of the larger
issues affecting traffic in Ontario and create and
maintain a positive industry image.
The OTC continues to uphold strong ties with other
transportation industry stakeholders and aims to
influence government decisions that may have an
impact on Ontario’s traffic management sector,
and assist its members in influencing provincial,
regional and municipal actions to promote the
development of sound public policy designed to
achieve transportation sustainability.
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THE MAGAZINE
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Ontario Traffic Magazine is the official publication and
voice of the Ontario Traffic Council (OTC). Ontario
Traffic Magazine is published four times a year and is
the most reliable source of information and insights
focusing on the main priorities of the organization.
The magazine has a circulation of 1,200 per issue,
delivering the latest news, profiles and feature articles.
Ontario Traffic Magazine is a vital source for members
to facilitate knowledge and increase expertise in their
given field. This magazine presents an excellent means
of communication within the industry, representing
members’ country-wide. The OTC works to hold the
traffic management conversation wherever possible
with its portfolio of products and services designed to
reach key players involved in the industry.

WHY ADVERTISE?

Ontario Traffic Magazine is uniquely poised to deliver
your message to fundamental players and advisers in
the industry, representing members across Canada.
The magazine is printed in full-colour and gloss, size
8 1/2” x 11”, and is published on a quarterly basis.

UNPARALLELED EXPOSURE!
Each OTC member will receive four editions of the Ontario
Traffic Magazine annually, which provides informative editorial
content and unparalleled exposure to a widespread scope of
participants across the industry and the country. The magazine
will also be distributed at the OTC 2019 Annual Conference
& Supplier Showcase, among other events, ensuring your
business message is front and centre.

YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE!
Your company’s ad will be viewed by a wide and diverse
variety of readers, including experts in the field of
Enforcement, Engineering and Education. With 1,200 copies
distributed quarterly, advertising in this magazine offers you
the exceptional opportunity to reach a target audience of key
industry personnel, decision makers, and leaders.

UPCOMING EVENTS
TECHNICAL TRAFFIC OPERATIONS COURSE–
APRIL 8, 2019 - APRIL 18, 2019
ONTARIO POLICE COLLEGE, AYLMER ONTARIO
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OTC 2019 ANNUAL CONFERENCE & SUPPLIER
SHOWCASE- MAY 5, 2019 - MAY 7, 2019
DELTA LONDON ARMOURIES, LONDON ON
PARKING WORKSHOP & SUPPLIER SHOWCASEJUNE 17, 2019 – CAMBRIDGE HOTEL & CONFERENCE
CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE ON
ASK YOUR MEDIAEDGE REPRESENTATIVE ABOUT
MAXIMIZING YOUR EXPOSURE BY ADVERTISING
IN THE 2019 ISSUE.
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PREMIUM POSITIONS
COVER AND PREMIUM POSITIONS (INCLUDES FOUR COLOUR)

SIZE

WIDTH

DEPTH

4X RATE

1X RATE

Inside Front Cover*

8.375”

10.875”

$1,759.50

$1,909.50

Inside Back Cover*

8.375”

10.875”

$1,759.50

$1,909.50

Outside Back Cover* 8.375”

10.875”

$1,859.50

$2,059.50

* MUST have .125” of bleed

DIGITAL EDITION
SPONSORSHIP
READ ONLINE
Enjoy the next issue of the
Ontario Traffic Magazine in
your browser for free!
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Click HERE for information on digital advertising.
If you have any questions or concerns about your digital
advertising needs, please contact your MediaEdge
Sales Representative.
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Please Note: AD Rates are Price Per Issue
Guaranteed Rates: Add 15%
Black & White Rates: 25% discount

ADVERTISING RATES
SIZE

WIDTH

DEPTH

4X RATE

1X RATE

Full Page trim*

8.375”

10.875”

$1,679.50

$1,799.50

1/2 Horizontal

7”

4.583”

$939.50

$1,069.50

1/2 Vertical

4.583”

7”

$939.50

$1,069.50

1/4 Horizontal

4.583”

3.333”

$689.50

$809.50

1/4 Vertical

3.333”

4.583”

$689.50

$809.50

1/8 Horizontal

3.333”

2.1667”

$569.50

$769.50

1/8 Vertical

2.1667”

3.333”

$569.50

$769.50
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Full page

1/2 Horizontal

1/2 Vertical

1/4 Horizontal

1/4 Vertical

1/8 Horizontal

1/8 Vertical

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS

INTERESTING FACT:
61% of magazine readers took action, or
planned to take action, based on specific
advertising seen in magazines.

SIZE IN INCHES
LIVE AREA:
TRIM SIZE:
BLEED SIZE:

WIDTH
7”
8.375”
8.625”

DEPTH
9.5”
10.875”
11.125”

Source: GfK MRI Starch
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PRODUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
Digital Files: Preferred format is a High Resolution (300dpi)
PDF file, provided all the fonts are embedded, and all colour
is converted to CMYK. Other acceptable formats are Adobe
InDesign, and Adobe Illustrator files, if all graphics and fonts are
also included. Please include a laser copy for reference. All colour
files must be accompanied by a colour proof or separated laser
proofs. Publisher assumes no responsibility for accuracy when a
proof is not provided.

STOCK IMAGE
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INSERTS & BELLY BANDS: Available upon request
GUARANTEED POSITION: 15% extra
ADVERTISING AGENCIES: Please add 15%
AD PROOF CHARGE: $25.00
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PUBLISHING DATES
ISSUE

PUBLISH

MATERIAL DUE

Quarter 1, 2019

April, 2019

March, 2019

Quarter 2, 2019

July, 2019

May, 2019

Quarter 3, 2019

September, 2019

August, 2019

Quarter 4, 2019

December, 2019

October, 2019
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For additional information contact
Nancie Prive, Branch Manager at
Toll Free: 866.201.3096 ext. 402
nanciep@mediaedgepublishing.com
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